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1 Introduction

In this paper fundamental techniques for recommender systems are explained
and several techniques to handle natural language with the objective to combine
both in future projects. Starting with content based and collaborative based
filtering [6] to LASER [7] and Transformers [9].

2 Recommender system

Nowadays people are confronted with an constant flood of information. Many
people are working on a solutiuon to provide user-specific filters against the flood
of information. These filters can also be called recommendations thus users get
more personalized information shown. Especially plattforms based on advertis-
ing benefit from recommender systems because users are more likely to click
on personalized advertising what could imply that these companys earn more
money.

The definition of recommender systems ”In a typical recommender system
people provide recommendations as inputs, which the system then aggregates
and directs to appropriate recipients. In some cases the primary transformation
is in the aggregation; in others the system’s value lies in its ability to make
good matches between the recommenders and those seeking recom-
mendations.” [5] seems to consider nearly every aspect.

There are plenty of different techniques to archive a good recommender sys-
tem but the most common ones are content based and collaborative filtering.
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2.1 Content Based Filtering

Content based filtering [6] describes the approach to build a recommender sys-
tem based solely on features of users and items which we want to recommend.
User-features like residence, age, user behaviour and item-features like language,
topics are eg. feed into an model which predicts the next recommendation.
There are several approaches to this technique. One could build a model which
takes the user-, item-features and predicts wheter the item fit the needs of an
user or not. Furthermore a model could be build which only takes the user-
features and predicts the best recommendation out of every item directly.

The advantage of content based filtering is that it does not suffer that much
from the cold start problem [4] like other techniques. The cold start problem
is the name of the problem that some recommender systems are not able to
recommend items to users because of an lack on information about the user eg.
reading history or up or down votes of movies. These informations are not ava-
iable for new users but the residence and thus the language as well as the age.
Additionaly the varianz of the recommendations are not that high.

On the other hand not always all features of a user are avaiable eg. many
people do not like to give informations about their age. A big problem is too that
these kind of filters are very biased because the user-feature can be superficial.
This means eg. that users from germany, which are more likely to speak german,
would only get recommendations for german movies although they prefer to view
movies from hollywood.
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2.2 Collaborative Filtering

Collaborative filtering [6] is a technique which recommend items to a user based
on all interactions between all users und items.
All interactions betweens all users und items are stored in a so called user-item
interaction matrix Muxi where u is the amount of users, i the amount of items
and every entry of this matrix Mij is a interaction between user i and item j. A
interaction could be eg. a rating between 0 and 10 of the movie j by user i.
This matrix is than used for memory based or model based collaborative filtering.

Fig. 1. Example of a user-item interaction matrix [13]

Memory Based The memory based approach applies algorithms to the user-
item interaction matrix to generate recommendations.
There are two subcategories in memory based filtering.
The first one focuses on finding users which had similar interactions with each
item. The second one focuses on finding items which had similar interactions per
user.
The algorithms are eg. k-nearest neighbors or Approximate nearest neighbor.
Nearly all algorithms are based on similarity of vectors, in particular the cosine
similarity. [3]

sim(−→a ,−→b ) =
−→a −→b

‖−→a ‖‖−→b ‖
(1)
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Since every row of the matrix M represents the interactions of a user these
rows can be seen as vectors.

The user-user technique tries to find similar rows of the matrix M, thus simi-
lar interacting users. This can be interpreted as a way of finding user with similar
taste and behavior. When a similar user

−→
b is found then the actual user −→a gets

a recommendation for an item Mij which the user −→a has not seen yet but the

user
−→
b interacted positive with.

The advantages of user-user are very personalized recommendations. On the
other hand this technique scales poor considering that todays plattforms can
have millions of users and items. Futhermore the varianz is very high eg. after
some new interactions Mij the algorithms have to recompute similar users. Also
the cold start problem will appear because users with less to no interactions
would not have meaningful similar users.

The item-item technique tries to find similar columns of the matrix M with
the same algorithms. This can been seen as a approach of eg. finding similar
movies which have been rated by most users the same way.

A clear advantage is that the varianz is not that high because eg. bad movies
are generally rated as bad by most people and later nothing would change. In
contrast this technique scales poor too. Also is this technique not that person-
ilized like user-user and could suffer from the could start problem. A new problem
appearing with item-item is the rich-get-richer effect [2]. This effect discribes the
problem of users only getting recommendations for eg. already good rated movies
what leads to less recommendations of niche movies.
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Model Based The model based approach of collaborative filtering tries to
explain the user-item interaction matrix M by learning user and item represen-
tations which can be used to reconstruct the user-item interaction matrix M .
This objective can be accomplished using matrix factorization.

Having a user-factor matrix Uuxd where each row represents a user and a
factor-item matrix Idxi where each colomn represents a item we get a reconstruc-
tion matrix Ruxd by multiplying U and I. This shows us that the reconstruction
matrix has the same dimensions as the user-item interaction matrix.
The objective is to minimize the error between reconstruction matrix and user-
item interaction matrix what implies minimizing the error between user-item
interaction matrix and the dotproduct of U and I.

Using the mean squared error it is possible to write down this objective
formally:

min
1

n

∑
(ij)εM

((Ui)(Ij)
T −Mij)

2 (2)

To minimize the error several procedure can be used. The gradient method
is a common procedure to minimize this error.

Rij = Rij − η∆(
1

n

∑
(ij)εM

((Ui)(Ij)
T −Mij)

2) (3)

After modelling the user and item representations it would be possible to
feed the model with a user representation to predict all ratings of a user. This
rating could be compared to the actual ratings to get a possible recommendation.

A advantage of this technique is that all predicted ratings are very person-
ilzed. Furthermore model based filters can be scaled more easily than memory
based filters.

Disadvantages are cold start problems, no explainability why interactions are
predicted as they are and thus a possible bias.

Hybrid Hybrids of content and collaborative filtering techniques are in com-
mon because they supplement each other very well. Especially because of deep-
learning various features can be used at ones. [10]
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3 Universal, language-agnostic sentence embeddings

Because we are focusing on natural language processing and especially on news
recommendations it is beneficial to get a vector representation for natural lan-
guage. For this purpuse Universal, language-agnostic sentence embeddings (LASER)
will be used. [7]

Fig. 2. Visualization of sentence to vector mappings by LASER in a 3-Dimensional
space [8]

”LASER’s vector representations of sentences are generic with respect to
both the input language and the NLP task. The tool maps a sentence in any
language to a point in a high-dimensional space with the goal that the same
statement in any language will end up in the same neighborhood. ” [8]

The advantage is that it is no longer needed to train models in different
languages instead every sentence language can be mapped language independent
to a vector where the vector represents the topic, intent etc..
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This objective is fullfilled by training a autoencoder which translates sen-
tences in 93 different languages into sentences of two target languages. The tar-
get languages are spanish and english. 223 million parallel sentences have been
used to accomplish the objective.

Fig. 3. LASER Architecture [8]

The architecture is based on bidirectional LSTMs on the encoder and a simple
LSTM as a decoder. After training, the encoder outputs a context vector which
then can be used as a sentence embedding. For tokenization byte pair encoding
(BPE) is used. [1]
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4 Transformer

Fig. 4. Transformer architecture [9]

If we want a precomputed user rep-
resentation based on the read his-
tory a autoencoder suggests itself.
Considering that the read history of
a user can have a variable length
we also would need a autoencoder
which can handle series. Recurrent
neuronal networks can perform very
well on many tasks but scale poorly
with more than one GPU. Nowadays
Transformers can be used to work
against this issue. Transformers have
already been used effectively for rec-
ommender systems. [9] Transform-
ers make effective usage of multiple
GPUs and are not sequential. It in-
troduces several new techniques like
the positional embeddings or multi-
head attention. In recurrent networks
the order of words are implicite pro-
cessed by the model. Transformers
instead use positional embeddings to
give the model information about the
position of an input in a series. The
multi-head attention is a layer which
allows the model to train relations
between entries of a series. The out-
put of the softmax function in the attention function can be evaluated by humans
too. [9]

Attention(Q,K, V ) = softmax(
QKT

√
dk

)V (4)

MultiHead(Q,K, V ) = Concat(head1, ..., headh)HO

where

headi = Attention(QWQ
i ,KW

K
i , V W

V
i )

(5)
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5 Outlook

I have several possible projects in mind.

– I will try to combine content based, model based collaborative filtering,
LASER and the Transformer architecture.

At first LASER will generate a vector for each text to provide a accurate rep-
resentation of them. These vectors will then be feed as read history for a user
into a transformer autoencoder which will then be trained to generate user
embeddings. Furthermore user features will be used to train the transformer.

The pregenerated user embeddings and text embeddings will then be used as
pretrained user and item representations for matrix factorization. The user-
item interaction matrix, where a interaction is the indication that a user has
read the text, will then be approximated by a model with the representations
as inputs.

In addition a approach against the cold start problem would be tackeled.
This appoach focuses on generating a user history only by taking the user
features. This user history can then be feed into the previosly trained trans-
former to get a user representation.

– Another possible project would be to simply train a transformer encoder to
predict the next click of a user, taking the reading history and some user
features as inputs.[10]
The text embeddings would also be precomputed by LASER.
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6 Possible Problems

At first the native transformer encoder-decoder architecture does not support
the training of an autoencoder which generates one contenxt vetor because the
decoder does not only take one context vector as input but all output vectors of
the encoder. A transformer encoder outputs a matrix with the dimensions ixd
where i is the input length and d a fixed dimension thus every input vector pro-
duces an output vector which will then be used by the decoder. This architectual
problem would be tackeled in the project.

A problem for the second idea would be that for every new text the model
would need to be retrained to consider the new text for recommendations too.
This problem would not appear that often in the first idea because all big net-
works are trained to perform with various texts and user histories.
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